Thermal transfer printer TT431

User friendly small to medium volume printing
Thermal transfer printer

TT431, Small to medium volume printing

The TT431 thermal transfer printer is perfect for printing on HellermannTyton materials such as self-adhesive labels, shrinkable tubing and identification tags. Thanks to its low weight and compact construction, the TT431 integrates seamlessly into any workstation. It is easy to use due to its intuitive colour LCD touch display and clear status messages which can be shown in multiple languages. The optional cutter and perforator make this printer ideal for a wide range of applications. 300 dpi resolution ensures that barcodes, warning symbols, logos and text are as sharp as they can be.

Features and benefits
- Small to medium volume single sided printing
- Print on HellermannTyton cable markers and labels
- Uses standard ribbons
- Barcodes: standard and 2D
- Print speed up to 150 mm/s
- Adjustable label sensor
- Multiple language selection
- Windows drivers: 32/64 bit for Windows Vista, Windows 7, 8 and 10

Print Method
Thermal transfer

Print Head Type
300 dpi, flat type

Print Speed
up to 150 mm/s

Max. Print Width
105.70 mm

Label Height Max (metric)
4,000 mm

Interfaces
USB 2.0, Ethernet 10/100 Base T, RS232

Supported Barcodes, Printer
Standard and 2D

Printer Memory
256 MB RAM

Dimensions W x H x D
253 mm x 189 mm x 322 mm

Weight
4 kg

TT431 thermal transfer printer designed for ease of operation.

RoHS

One Step to the Web!

TYPE Description Article-No.
S430 Cutter Cutter for TT430/TT431 556-00452
P430 Perforator Perforator for TT430/TT431 556-00456
TT External Reel Holder External Reel Holder 556-00451
TT430/TT431 300dpi Printhead Printhead for TT430/TT431 556-00453
TT430/TT431 Print Roller Print Roller for TT430/TT431 556-00454

All dimensions in mm. Subject to technical changes.